THE ELIX WATER PURIFICATION SYSTEM
IT MAKES DISTILLATION OBSOLETE!

Let's consider how much you can save on water purification operating costs with Elix.
A study by The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI) shows how you can save money on pure water every month.
- Elix requires 7.9 times less feed water than Quartz Distillation.
- Elix consumes 50 times less electricity than Quartz Distillation.
- Elix Water Purification System produces water at 1/25th the cost of Quartz Distillation stills.
- Elix’s RO & EDI technology gives purer water consistently.

Let’s compare Water Quality
You need superior water purity with minimal system maintenance. The superior quality of Elix product water is your guarantee that whatever your application, this consistently pure water will not represent yet another variable in your work.

Let’s compare Running costs
The total annual operating cost of distillation (water, electricity, cleaning) is often very high compared to the initial purchase price of the distillation system. The old tried-but-not-so friendly method of distillation consumes lots of water (cooling coil), electricity (evaporation) and requires regular cleaning (HCl for descaling) or pretreatment by deionisation. Plus the cost of lab technicians to run and maintain the stills.

It's no surprise then that most research/scientific and educational institutes are turning to the more convenient and cost efficient Elix.
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